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A Move Toward Measurement

■ Reflects mainstreaming of internationalization as institutional goal and 
mission

■ Parallels growth of international offices and establishment of senior 
international officer as administrative appointment

■ Needed as universities’ international activities multiply, especially at large 
research universities

■ Is part of era of accountability
■ What gets measured = what counts



Challenges to Measuring 
International Activity
■ Institutional siloes, especially at large research universities
■ Who owns what data
■ Who convenes – and who sustains
■ How much to measure, and can you measure too much
■ What to measure: inputs, outputs, outcomes



Global Efforts to Measure 
Internationalization
■ International Quality Review Process in mid 1990s in Europe: self 

assessment tool for institutions review goals, assess strategies, and include 
internationalization as part of overall quality assurance

■ German Ministry of Higher Education and Research
■ European Union
■ International Association of Universities
■ American Council on Education’s Internationalization Laboratory and 

Mapping survey
■ Internationalization in global university rankings



What Gets Measured

■ International partnerships and collaborations
■ Teaching and curriculum
■ Research
■ Budget
■ Co-curriculum, campus life
■ In-bound and out-bound mobility
■ Faculty participation in international activities
■ Staffing and leadership structures
■ Global learning outcomes





Ongoing Challenges to Measuring 
Internationalization
■ Finding metrics that are effective and accurate – vs. mushy surveys
■ Siloes and what slips through the cracks – ex., problems with IIE data on 

graduate students’ international activity
■ Need for consistency vs. need for change
■ Is there still momentum behind internationalization?
■ Do more comprehensive institutional portraits give a true picture of what’s 

going on nationally?
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